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(57) ABSTRACT 

Flexible rule-based information system alloWs information 
originators, administrators, recipients, and requesters (col 
lectively, “users”) to control and in?uence the How of and 
access to information. HoW much control each user is given 
depends on the con?guration of the system by the admin 
istrator and the choice of system-Wide rules by the admin 
istrator. The originators generate messages or evaluate exter 
nal content, then optionally specify rules indicating the type 
of recipients they Would like to reach. Recipients specify 
rules indicating What types of messages and from What types 
of originators they Want to receive. Users provide pro?le 
information and have incentive to provide as much infor 
mation as possible so as to trigger the right rules. 
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FLEXIBLE RULE-BASED COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING 

THE FLOW OF AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION 
BETWEEN COMPUTER USERS 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

[0001] Aportion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material Which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright oWner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce 
patent ?les or records, but otherWise reserves all copyright 
rights Whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The invention disclosed herein relates generally to 
systems and methods that alloW for control of the How of 
and access to information. More particularly, the invention 
relates to a system for information processing, delivery, and 
access With applications to information in electronic format. 

[0003] While access to electronically stored information 
has increased drastically With the use of computers and, 
speci?cally, global computer netWorks such as the Internet, 
the cost of information access is often dominated not by the 
cost of the information itself or of the gathering or digiti 
Zation of the information, but by the time required to sort out 
and evaluate data relevant to a given query. This is particu 
larly apparent for real-time event-driven information and 
content. Such information includes neWs, noti?cations, 
advisements, announcements, commentary, press releases, 
message postings to Internet-based newsgroups (such as via 
Usenet), data in discussion groups and chat boards, as Well 
as information generated by product searches, job searches, 
consulting searches, matchmaking, and networking. Often, 
the cost of sorting and evaluating information is too great to 
justify the search, resulting in an overload of information. 

[0004] One existing approach to reduce the How of infor 
mation is collaborative ?ltering. Such ?ltering alloWs pro 
?led users to express interest in content. The system then 
records the interest level and uses it to predict the interest of 
other users based on the similarity of their respective pro 
?les. This approach is inappropriate for accessing and direct 
ing time-sensitive information as it is inherently not a 
real-time method. Further, entities employing this approach 
can offer users no more expertise in directing the How of 
information than as determined by a group of peers, With the 
peers possibly having no more expertise than a given user. 
A related existing method, learning-by-action, is another 
approach that is ineffective in real-time environments. 

[0005] Another existing method is knoWn as “keyWord 
matching” or “textual searches.” KeyWord matching suffers 
from the problem that matches are not context speci?c. That 
is, there is no ef?cient Way to match Words based on their 
meaning. An additional problem is that there is no unifor 
mity of keyWords. Further, “structured information” content 
is not utiliZed by this method of searching for information. 

[0006] Thus there is a need for a system and method for 
ef?ciently sorting and sifting through a large information 
?oW. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
system and method for ef?ciently sorting through a large 
information ?oW. 
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[0008] It is another object of the present invention to 
provide a system and method for employing an intuitive, 
rule-based approach to alloW information originators to 
more intelligently distribute their information and to alloW 
end-users to leverage their oWn expertise and domain spe 
ci?c knoWledge. 

[0009] Some of the above and other objects of the present 
invention are achieved by a method and system for distrib 
uting information betWeen an originator and at least one 
end-user. According to the invention, the originator gener 
ates a message rule for indicating types of end-users that are 
eligible to receive the information. An end-user generates a 
pro?le rule for indicating types of information and types of 
originators that the end-user Would be interested in receiving 
the information from. Further, an administrator generates a 
system rule for indicating What types of information from 
What types of originators should be delivered to What types 
of end-users. Then, at least one end-user is identi?ed that is 
eligible and interested to receive the information on the basis 
of the generated message, pro?le and system rules. And the 
information is delivered to the identi?ed at least one end 
user. 

[0010] According to one aspect of the present invention, 
the identity of the end-user is not disclosed to the originator. 
According to another aspect of the present invention, the 
generated message, pro?le and system rules are speci?ed by 
an autonomous agent. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] The invention is illustrated in the ?gures of the 
accompanying draWings Which are meant to be exemplary 
and not limiting, in Which like references refer to like or 
corresponding parts, and in Which: 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention for targeted distribu 
tion, comprising a recipient and a delivery sub-system; 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention for direct access, 
comprising a requester and a direct-request sub-system; 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a data sub-system 
of a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

[0015] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an information 
storage sub-system of a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0016] FIG. 5 illustrates a high level ?oWchart for con 
trolling the ?oW of information from an originator to a 
recipient according to one aspect of the present invention; 

[0017] FIG. 6 shoWs a ?oWchart for describing the opera 
tions shoWn in FIG. 5 in more detail; 

[0018] FIG. 7 shoWs a high level ?oWchart for providing 
a direct access to information by a recipient according to 
another aspect of the present invention; and 

[0019] FIG. 8 shoWs a ?oWchart for describing the opera 
tions shoWn in FIG. 7 in more detail; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0020] As a general overvieW, a ?exible rule-based infor 
mation system alloWs information originators, administra 
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tors, recipients, and requesters (collectively, “users”) to 
control and in?uence the How of and access to information. 
HoW much control each user is given depends on the 
con?guration of the system by the administrator and the 
choice of system-Wide rules by the administrator. 

[0021] The originators generate messages or evaluate 
external content, then optionally specify rules indicating the 
type of recipients they Would like to reach. Recipients 
specify rules indicating What types of messages and from 
What types of originators they Want to receive. Users provide 
pro?le information and have incentive to provide as much 
information as possible so as to trigger the right rules. 
Messages and pro?les are structured information that can 
contain nested and repeated data groups to any arbitrary 
level. The rules reference pro?les and messages, and are 
speci?ed in a standard logic format capable of addressing 
multiple levels of data nesting While abstracting from the 
details of procedural and query languages. 

[0022] The system maintains sets of information topics to 
be used for describing pro?les, content, and messages. Users 
can add and embed additional descriptive topics in pro?les 
and messages and add rules to reference neW topics, making 
the process dynamic and adaptive. The process can Work as 
conduit betWeen humans Whereby all users are humans or 
Wherein any combination of users may be mechanical or 
computational agents. 

[0023] By employing an intuitive rule-based approach to 
alloW information originators to more intelligently distribute 
their information and by alloWing end-users to leverage their 
oWn expertise and domain speci?c knowledge, the present 
invention can greatly reduce the total cost of information 
access, ?ltering, and processing. 

[0024] Pro?les, as used in this invention, consist of infor 
mation and data about or characteriZing a particular user or 
autonomous agent, and can be broad and encompassing 
Without limit. For example, pro?le data could include ?nan 
cial data about investments, transactions, risk preferences, 
and expertise With various aspects of ?nancial decision 
making. An example of pro?le information could also 
include medical information and history that Would include 
all knoWn ailments and treatments. Another example of 
pro?le information is career information that includes details 
of Work experiences and skills, or detailed hobby informa 
tion about expertise and experiences With any recreational 
activity. Still another example of pro?le is purchasing obj ec 
tives, decision patterns and in?uence on buying decisions. 

[0025] Rules, as used in this invention, can be expressed 
in natural language and reference any pro?le and message 
data. For example, some rules pertaining to ?nancial domain 
might be “Send introductory research reports With recom 
mendations to recipients Who are active and knoWledgeable 
investors and do not hold any securities in the mentioned 
industries”. Another example might be “Send all messages 
from active computer programmers With entrepreneurial 
business ambitions Who are looking for any kind of legal 
advise”, or “Send RFP to consultants in the facilities man 
agement business Who have been purchasing agents”, or 
“Don’t send job posts from recruiters”. In the family medical 
space a rule might be “Alert active mountain bikers about 
neWs stories detailing lime disease outbreaks in their state.” 

[0026] With reference to FIGS. 1, 2, 3, and 4, one pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention includes users 
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100, 110, 120, 200, sub-systems 140, 150, 180, 190, 195, 
210 and data storage 310, 320, 330, 410, 420. The users, 
categoriZed as originators 100, administrators 110, recipi 
ents 120, and requesters 200, may be humans or computer 
agents. The sub-systems may include such sub-systems as 
entry 150, data 140, information storage 195, matching 190, 
delivery 180, direct request 210. The data storage may 
contain content, pro?les, topics, and rules. 

[0027] FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of an embodi 
ment of the present invention operating as a rule-based 
information system With a component for targeted distribu 
tion. The How of information starts With an originator 100. 
An originator 100 interacts With the system by providing 
information to an entry sub-system 150 and a data sub 
system 140. An administrator 110 interacts With the data 
sub-system 140. A recipient 120 interacts With data sub 
system 140 and a delivery sub-system 180. While FIG. 1 
shoWs a single originator 100, a single administrator 110, 
and a single recipient 120, it Will be appreciated by those 
skilled in the art that there may be any number of each of 
originators 100, administrators 110, and recipients 120. Each 
of the originators 100, administrators 110, and recipients 120 
may be either human or a computer agent or process. 

[0028] All sub-systems interacting With any of the origi 
nators 100, administrators 110, recipients 120, or requesters 
200 have both a computer user interface (“UI”) 130, 160 for 
interaction With humans and an application programming 
interface (“API”), object, or module interface for direct 
interaction With computer agents and other processes. In a 
preferred embodiment, the user interface is graphical and 
supports keyboard, mouse, and/or voice-activated entry. The 
user interface comprises client and server components, With 
the Internet- and netWork-accessible client components 
operating in a Web-broWser, as a plug-in, or as any netWork 
distributed program. The client and server parts of the user 
interface interact using secure and non-secure Internet, net 
Work, and distributed object protocols. Further, the server 
component interacts With the other sub-systems using stan 
dard Internet, netWork, and distributed object protocols. 
Sub-systems interacting With computer agents or mechani 
cal devices employ an API that is implemented using 
standard Internet, netWork, and distributed object protocols. 

[0029] Sub-systems interacting With users (human and/or 
computer) support a scaleable number of connections. This 
means that a large number of users can be connected to the 

entry 150, data 140, delivery 180, and direct request 210 
sub-systems simultaneously. The maximum number is lim 
ited only by the bandWidth utiliZed by the process and the 
siZe and number of computer servers running the system 
portion of the process. 

[0030] The matching sub-system 190 is a multi-threaded 
and distributed sub-system. It is implemented as a continu 
ally operating computer process or service on at least one 
server. 

[0031] The messages that move through the system from 
originator 100 to entry sub-system 150 to matching sub 
system 190 to delivery sub-system 180 to recipient 120 
comprise “structured information” and/or objects. Struc 
tured information is information in Extensible Markup Lan 
guage (“XML”) and StandardiZed General Markup Lan 
guage (“SGML”), and the objects are computer program 
representations of messages that can be expressed in those 
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formats. The messages may contain references to separate 
content in the form of links that may or may not be stored 
in information storage. Nothing in this description should be 
interpreted to limit the nature of external content that is 
referenced by the messages. 

[0032] FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of an embodi 
ment of the invention as a rule-based information system 
With a component for direct access. In this embodiment, the 
process is similar to the embodiment represented in FIG. 1, 
eXcept that the recipient 120 has been replaced With a 
requester 200. While a recipient 120 is reactive With respect 
to the receipt of information, a requester 200 is proactive. A 
requester 200 interacts With a direct request sub-system 210. 

[0033] FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of the data 
sub-system 140 that includes a data management and indeX 
ing sub-system 300 for handling requests for data as Well as 
the addition and updating of data. The data is stored in 
pro?le database 310, topic database 320, and rule database 
330. 

[0034] Topics contained in the topic database 320 describe 
information sets. Each topic includes de?nition and display 
data. The topic de?nition data is an SGML/XML Document 
Type De?nition (“DTD”) or XML De?nition Schema. It 
describes the type and characteristics of the information that 
compose a topic. The topic display information describes 
hoW an instance of a topic Will be displayed singularly or in 
a form editor or rules editor. There are three types of topics: 
“pro?le topics” describing pro?les; “message topics” 
describing messages and incoming information; and “sys 
tem topics” that have special system or con?guration mean 
mg. 

[0035] Pro?les and messages contained in the pro?le 
database 310 comprise instances of topics. When specifying 
descriptive information for topics it Will be necessary for 
this information to adhere to one or more topic de?nitions. 
The user interfaces that are part of the entry 150 and data 130 
sub-systems for editing and adding pro?le data and for 
adding messages use the topic display information to con 
struct the forms presented to users. 

[0036] All topic information is a combination of XML and 
XML de?nitions. It is stored in the topic database 320, With 
each entry indeXed by topic name and meta-data describing 
each topic. 

[0037] Pro?les are XML data sets validating to one or 
more topics. They are stored in the pro?le database 310 With 
each entry indeXed by topics used and data values for 
elements and attributes Within topics. 

[0038] As mentioned above, rules contained in the rule 
database 330 are XML representations of “If-Condition 
Then-Actions-Else-Actions” statements. Rules are “system 
rules” entered by an administrator 110, “pro?le rules” 
entered by all users, “request rules” entered by a requester 
200, or “message rules” entered by an originator 100. In a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, each type of 
rule is stored in a separate database. Topic reference, ele 
ments and attributes, type, and creator indeX all rules. 
“Pro?le rules” are grouped by creator. “Message rules” are 
grouped by message. “Requester rules” may be stored 
temporarily, if at all. Topics, pro?les, and rules are all stored 
either as teXt in XML format or objects representing XML. 
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[0039] FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of the infor 
mation storage sub-system 195. An information archive 
sub-system 400 handles requests for content as Well as the 
addition and updating of content. The information archive 
sub-system 400 retrieves information from message and 
content database 410 and message rule database 420. 

[0040] Messages are XML data sets validating to one or 
more topics. They are stored in a database With each entry 
indeXed by topics used and data values for select ?elds 
Within topics. 

[0041] Depending on the embodiment and the raW form, 
content may or may not be stored together With the messages 
in the information archive. In the event that content is not 
stored together With the messages in the information 
archive, the messages Will reference the eXternal content 
items. 

[0042] Referring to FIG. 1, the entry sub-system 150 gets 
neW information from an originator 100, stores information 
in an information storage sub-system 195, and provides the 
information to a matching sub-system 190. Information 
from the entry sub-system 150 is evaluated by the matching 
sub-system 190 along With data from a data sub-system 140 
to determine Which recipients 120 Will receive the informa 
tion. When a recipient 120 is identi?ed as a target for the 
information, the delivery sub-system 180 noti?es that recipi 
ent 120. 

[0043] If the originator 100 is a human, the entry sub 
system 150 is preferably a computer user interface. The 
computer user interface is preferably graphical and alloWs 
originators 100 to interact With the system via keyboard, 
mouse, voice-activated entry, and/or some other form of 
entry. The entry user interface 160 gets pro?le data about the 
originator 100 and based on that pro?le makes available a set 
of topics that the originator 100 can select to describe the 
message or information that is entered. After the originator 
100 selects a sub-set of topics to be used, he enters descrip 
tive information for each topic selected. The entry form 
presented to the originator 100 Will depend on the topics 
selected and the display data for each topic as stored in the 
data sub-system 140. A special topic is used for pro?le 
con?guration data and it is this con?guration data that is 
used to determine the set of topics available to each origi 
nator 100. 

[0044] If the originator 100 is a computer agent or 
mechanical device, it interacts With the system via an API, 
object interface, or access module. Interaction may bypass 
the user interface 160 and go directly to an entry server 170 
or interact With a variation of interface. Interaction With and 
Within the system preferably uses standard Internet, net 
Work, or distributed object protocols. If the agent or device 
interacts With an interface, it is able to register as a speci?c 
originator 100 and get a list of available topics. It is also able 
to check that the message or entered information is valid for 
the selected topics. 

[0045] An originator 100 may also enter “message rules” 
speci?c to the message or information. These rules Will be 
attached to the message as it ?oWs through the system and 
are stored With or in parallel With the message in the 
information storage. 

[0046] In a preferred embodiment, all users (i.e., origina 
tors 100, administrators 110, recipients 120, and/or request 
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ers 200) may enter pro?le rules. Entry of pro?le rules data 
occurs via a data user interface. For each rule, a user selects 
topics from a set of available topics. These topics include 
both message- and pro?le-speci?c topics. After a user 
selects a sub-set of topics to be used, the user Will construct 
a rule. The rule construction form presented to the user Will 
depend on the topics selected and the display data for each 
topic used to create the rule construction form. The rule 
construction procedure alloWs a user to specify one or more 
Boolean conditions. Each condition is constructed by select 
ing an operand and—depending on the operand—selecting 
a single reference, tWo references, or a reference and a value. 
The choice of references and values are determined from the 
topics and the operand selected. Topic branches, described 
beloW, map into references. The choice of operands includes 
all binary operands for character and numeric data (includ 
ing but not limited to “<”, “=”, “>”,“ 
tains”, “starts With”, “ends With”, etc.). Conditions can be 
combined using logical operators (“AND”, “OR”, “NOT”). 

[0047] Rule construction also involves the selection of 
actions to be completed if the rule evaluates “true” and 
alternative actions to be completed by the process if the rule 
evaluates “false”. Actions are de?ned by the administrator 
110 When the process is initiated and preferably include at 
least actions for ranking, categoriZing, including, excluding, 
?oW control (jump to another rule), etc. Rules may also be 
entered via a natural language interface. The “system rules” 
are entered similarly to “pro?le rules”, but can only be 
entered by administrators 110. 

[0048] In a preferred embodiment, all users (originators 
100, administrators 110, recipients 120, and requesters 200) 
may enter pro?le data. Entry of pro?le data occurs via a data 
user interface. A user selects pro?le-speci?c topics from a 
set of available topics. After the user selects a sub-set of 
topics to be used, they enter descriptive information for each 
topic selected. The entry form presented to the user Will 
depend on the topics selected and the display data for each 
topic as stored in the data sub-system. A special “system 
topic” is used for pro?le con?guration data and this con 
?guration data Will be entered ?rst and used to determine the 
set of topics available to each user. 

[0049] In a preferred embodiment, all users (originators 
100, administrators 110, recipients 120, and requesters 200) 
may enter topics. In a typical embodiment With many users, 
restrictions are placed on the creation of neW topics. NeW 
topics are entered via a topic entry form that is part of the 
data user interface. This form facilitates the entry of a 
de?nition describing an information set. The information set 
contains multiple data elements and attributes and alloWs 
nested and repeated data groups to any arbitrary level. 
Topics can be edited but it may be necessary to create maps 
from old versions of a topic so that all parts of the process 
that reference data described in the older version can be 
updated. System topics are part of the initial system and 
cannot be edited. The distinction betWeen pro?le topics and 
message topics is made When a neW topic is created. 

[0050] Topic creation is a multi-step procedure. In the ?rst 
step, the de?nition of the information set is completed. Users 
specify an arrangement of data elements and attributes With 
nested and repeated data groups to any arbitrary level. Based 
on this de?nition, a sequence of branches is derived. Every 
de?ned element and attribute Will be a branch, and each 
branch Will represent either a grouping branch or an entry 
point branch. This derivation Will be stored as part of a topic. 
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In the second step of the topic creation procedure, additional 
display data is entered for each branch. Some display 
information Will be determined automatically from the topic 
de?nition and the rest is speci?ed as part of the creation 
procedure. Topic display data include data to be used by the 
rule constructors, pro?le editors, message editors and dis 
play devices. The display data for each branch includes but 
is not limited to description, type, display name, choices, 
format, etc. 

[0051] Referring to FIG. 1, the matching sub-system 190 
determines Which recipients 120 should receive a given 
message from the entry sub-system 150. In a preferred 
embodiment, the matching procedure includes several steps. 
A typical embodiment of the system employs these steps: 
?rst, system rules and message rules are combined, giving 
priority to one type of rules over the other depending on 
con?guration options set by administrators. Next, using the 
references to topic branches, operands, and values speci?ed, 
Within each rule, a preliminary set of recipients’ pro?les is 
determined. Indexing on the pro?le rules further re?nes this 
set. With a fully re?ned set of recipients the system rules, 
message rules and pro?le rules are applied to determine 
Which recipients should receive the message. This list of 
recipients is passed on to the delivery sub-system 180. 

[0052] After the delivery sub-system 180 receives a list of 
recipients and a message from the matching sub-system 190, 
con?guration pro?les are obtained for each recipient 120. 
This information Will be used to determine hoW to transmit 
the message to its recipient 120. Messages may be trans 
mitted via e-mail, fax, postal mail, Internet protocols, Wire 
less electronic delivery, sonar, radar, foot messenger or any 
other delivery mechanism or method Without affecting the 
nature of the process. Messages may also be logged to a 
special ?le or other device for later retrieval by a recipient 
120. 

[0053] FIG. 2 represents an embodiment of the present 
invention as a rule-based information system With a com 
ponent for direct access. The embodiment represented in 
FIG. 2 is similar to the embodiment represented in FIG. 1, 
except that a requester 120 has replaced the recipient 200. 
While a recipient 120 is reactive With respect to the receipt 
of information, a requester 200 is proactive. A requester 200 
interacts With a direct request sub-system 210 to formulate 
a request for information. The matching sub-system 190 
processes the request together With data from the data 
sub-system 140 and determines What information from a 
content archive Will meet the request. 

[0054] The request is formulated in the same manner as 
pro?le rules, as discussed above. The request in the form of 
requester rules is sent to the direct request sub-system 210 
and then passed to a matching sub-system 190. Requester 
rules include the request and pro?le rules of the requester, if 
applicable. In a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the matching procedure used by the matching sub 
system 190 in response to a request from the direct request 
sub-system 210 comprises several steps. A preferred 
embodiment of the process Would employ these steps: ?rst, 
system rules and request rules are combined, giving priority 
to one type of rules over the other depending on con?gu 
ration options set by administrators. Next, using the refer 
ences to topic branches, operands, and values speci?ed, 
Within each rule, a preliminary set of messages is deter 
mined. Indexing on the message rules further re?nes this set. 
With a fully re?ned set of messages, the system rules, 
message rules and requester rules are applied to determine 
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Which recipients should receive the message. This list of 
messages is passed on to the direct request sub-system 210 
and on to the requester 200. 

[0055] FIG. 3 represents the data sub-system 300 and 
operation of the data management and indexing With pro?les 
310, topics 320, and rules 330. Operation of this sub-system 
involves storage and indexed retrieval of data to be used 
elseWhere in the system. A data management and indexing 
sub-system 300 Will support adding of neW data and index 
ing of this data for faster retrieval. The actual algorithms 
used in indexing, adding, and retrieving data do not directly 
impact the operation of the system, provided that data is 
indexed for ef?cient retrieval and can support the functions 
of the matching sub-systems. Indexing is preferably by those 
?elds as indicated above. 

[0056] FIG. 4 represents the information storage sub 
system 400 and operation of the information archive sub 
system With content and message rules. Operation of this 
sub-system involves storage and indexed retrieval of data to 
be used elseWhere in the system. An information archive 
supports adding of neW data and indexing of this data for 
faster retrieval. The actual algorithms used in indexing, 
adding, and retrieving data do not directly impact the 
operation of the system, provided that data is indexed for 
ef?cient retrieval and supports the functions of the matching 
sub-systems. Indexing is preferably by those ?elds as indi 
cated above. 

[0057] The How of information (messages and content) 
through the system is determined by the various types of 
rules described here. Rules are used by the matching sub 
system as also described here. The interaction betWeen 
topics and rules facilitates the main features of the system. 

[0058] The topic creation procedure maps data de?nitions 
into branches. These branches are the references used for 
constructing rules and the mapping removes a user from 
having to contend With nested and repeated data groups 
When specifying rules. The branch mapping is determined 
by constructing a tree from the topic de?nition. Each de?ned 
element and attribute is placed in the tree. Multiple occur 
rences of an element are ignored. The branches Will termi 
nate at any point Where an element contains other elements 
that are unde?ned. A de?ned element may be represented by 
more than one branch. 

[0059] An example of a branch mapping based on the 
folloWing XML DTD is provided immediately beloW the 
folloWing XML DTD: 

<!ELEMENT root (p+,q)> 
<!ELEMENT p (c*,b) > 

<!ATTLIST q a (CDATA) #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT c (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT b (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT d (ANY) > 

Branch Name Branch Type Branch Path End Node 

ROOT Grouping /root root 
P Grouping /root/p p 
Q Grouping /root/q q 
C1 Entry /root/p/c c 
C2 Entry /root/q/c c 
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-continued 

B1 Entry /root/p/b b 
B2 Entry /root/q/b b 
D Entry /root/q/d d 
A Entry /root/q/a a 

[0060] The use of XML syntax is for explanatory purposes 
only. 

[0061] An example of a pro?le or message that may be 
speci?ed from a topic With the above data de?nition is: 

[0062] Rules are constructed from Boolean expressions 
involving Branches. Each branch referred to in the rule Will 
reference data in the message or pro?le. Combining expres 
sions Within a rule can impact the interpretation of that rule. 
References based on user selections may be interpreted as 
tag matches, path matches, or branch matches. In a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, the default is branch 
match. This interpretation of rules is used by the matching 
sub-system 190 to control the How and access of information 
through the process. The differences are clari?ed in the 
folloWing table: 

Rule Branch Match Tag Match Path Match 

C1 == S True True True 
C1 == X False False False 
C1 == X AND B1 = beta True False False 

C1 = X AND B1 = beta False True True 

C1 = X AND B1 = gamma False True False 

C1 = X AND B1 == gamma True False True 

[0063] The operation of the system according to the pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention Will noW be 
described With reference to FIGS. 5 and 6 corresponding to 
the targeted distribution architecture shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0064] FIG. 5 illustrates a high level ?oWchart for con 
trolling the ?oW of information from an originator to a 
recipient according to one aspect of the present invention. As 
shoWn in the ?gure, information is provided by originator 
100 in step 500. That is, originator 100 enters the informa 
tion into the system using entry user interface 160. The 
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entered information is then evaluated by matching sub 
system 190 in step 502. In step 504, interested recipients for 
the entered information are determined on the basis of 
evaluation in step 502. In step 506, the information is 
delivered to the interested recipients, such as recipient 120. 

[0065] Next, the operations shoWn in FIG. 5 Will be 
described in more detail With reference to FIG. 6. In step 
600, users enter pro?le data into the system using data user 
interface 130. The pro?le data includes various information 
about the users, Which is subsequently used to route a 
message to a proper recipient as eXplained more fully beloW. 
In step 602, at the start of the operation by a particular 
originator, the pro?le data about that originator is retrieved 
from pro?le database 310 of data sub-system 140. In step 
604, a set of topics is then presented to the originator on the 
basis of the obtained pro?le data in step 602. The topics are 
retrieved from the topic database 320 of data sub-system 
140. In step 606, the originator selects a topic or topics from 
those presented to him in step 604. Representative topic may 
be selected as “international business and “telecommunica 
tions industry”. In step 608, the originator enters a message 
and enters data related to the selected topics, Which he 
desires to send to interested recipients. As an eXample, the 
message may be as folloWs: “Nippon Telegraph and Tele 
phone of Japan is divided into 3 telecommunications com 
panies.” The originator Would enter data as de?ned for the 
chosen topics “international business” and “telecommuni 
cations industry” and optionally a set of message rules to 
re?ect the originator’s target audience. It is understood, of 
course, that instead of entering the message, the originator 
may reference content data in information storage sub 
system 195 or, alternatively, the message may contain links 
to eXternal content. 

[0066] Continuing With the description of FIG. 6, in step 
610 the message is stored in the database 410 of information 
storage sub-system 195, and then rules are applied in step 
612 for properly routing the message or content data. The 
rules for identifying the interested recipients are retrieved 
from rule database 330 and include system rules generated 
by an administrator and may optionally include message 
rules, associated With the message, that are generated by the 
originator, and pro?le rules of the potential recipients. In 
step 614, a determination is made on Whether a match has 
been found, i.e., recipient(s) determined, on the basis of the 
applied rules. If so, the message or content data is delivered 
to the interested recipients in step 616. 

[0067] Next, the operation of the system according to the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention Will noW be 
described With reference to FIGS. 7 and 8 corresponding to 
the direct access architecture shoWn in FIG. 2. 

[0068] FIG. 7 shoWs a high level ?oWchart for providing 
a direct access to information by a recipient according to 
another aspect of the present invention. In step 700, 
requester 200 generates a request for information from a 
content archive. In step 702, the generated request is evalu 
ated by matching sub-system 190, and content data that 
meets the request on the basis of evaluation is determined in 
step 704. In step 706, the content data is delivered to the 
recipient. 
[0069] The operations shoWn in FIG. 7 Will be described 
in more detail With reference to FIG. 8. In step 800, users 
enter pro?le data into the system using data user interface 
130. The pro?le data includes various information about the 
users, Which is subsequently used to access information as 
eXplained more fully beloW. In step 802, at the start of the 
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operation by a particular requester, the pro?le data, if eXists, 
about that requester is retrieved from pro?le database 310 of 
data sub-system 140. In step 804, a set of topics is then 
presented to the requester on the basis of the obtained pro?le 
data in step 802. The topics are retrieved from the topic 
database 320 of data sub-system 140. In step 806, the 
requester selects a topic or topics from those presented to 
him in step 804. In step 808, the requester enters a selection 
rule for retrieving the information. The formulation and 
presentation of the selection rule interface is speci?c to the 
topics selected. 

[0070] Continuing With the description of FIG. 8, in step 
810 the rules, including the selection rules and optionally 
message and system rules, are applied for accessing the 
content archive. In step 812, a determination is made on 
Whether a match has been found, i.e., content data ascer 
tained, on the basis of the applied rules. If so, the content 
data is delivered to the interested requester in step 814. 

[0071] A typical use of the system may involve thousands 
and possibly millions of users. Thousands of messages may 
be transferred daily. HoWever, as a simple eXample let it be 
assumed that there are 2 users, and a single message is 
entered into the system by the second user. 

[0072] The ?rst user’s pro?le includes, amongst a multi 
tude of pro?le information, the characteriZation that could 
be described as “Patent Attorney specialiZing in a variety of 
bio related ?elds”. The second user’s pro?le includes, 
amongst other characteriZations, that she is medical Worker 
With an advanced degree. The second user posts a request for 
contemporary legal information related to the application of 
medical devices. To complete this post, the second user 
selects topics pertaining to legal and medical ?elds and ?lls 
in relevant data for each topic. For the legal topic the second 
user indicates some general selections, and for the medical 
device the second user indicates applications and descrip 
tions of “valves” and “inhibitors”. The second user also 
speci?es “Message Rules” indicating that she only Wants the 
message to go to users Who are knowledgeable With the 
certain types of “valves” and “inhibitors”. The “System 
Rules” dictate that messages of the type speci?ed should be 
sent to “a set of users that includes certain professionals in 
the medical and legal ?elds”. The above message rule 
narroWs this list further. 

[0073] The ?rst user has a set of “Pro?le Rules” indicating 
What types of posts, and from Whom, he Would like to 
receive. His rules for receiving messages includes “posts 
requesting legal information from medical professionals 
With advanced degrees”, and hence receives the message. A 
third user in the medical ?eld that indicated a non-interest in 
“requests for information” does not receive the message 
even though, based on the criteria of the System and 
Messages rules, he Was eligible. 

[0074] While the invention has been described and illus 
trated in connection With preferred embodiments, many 
variations and modi?cations as Will be evident to those 
skilled in this art may be made Without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention, and the invention is thus 
not to be limited to the precise details of methodology or 
construction set forth above as such variations and modi? 
cation are intended to be included Within the scope of the 
invention. 

[0075] For eXample, the system may omit any of the 
interactions betWeen the data sub-system 140 and any of the 
administrator 100, originator 110, requester 200, or recipient 
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120. The system may also omit interactions With the infor 
mation storage sub-system 195. Any or all of the sub 
systems could be combined Without changing the nature or 
functioning of the system. Further, the system is not depen 
dent on any particular representation of information. Use of 
XML and SGML syntax and references are for explanatory 
purposes only. In no Way is the system limited to informa 
tion using these representations, and the system Will Work 
equally Well With any alternative information representation 
that supersedes these or includes the relevant features of 
these representations. Further, the system is not dependent 
on the use of a particular database system or computer 
platform. 
What is claimed is: 

22. A method for distributing a message from a message 
provider to one or more computer users, the method com 
prising: 

storing, in a database, a plurality of information de?ni 
tions, the information de?nition comprising a hierar 
chical context With at least one branch; 

obtaining pro?le information from the at least one com 
puter user, comprising alloWing the at least one com 
puter user to specify values for at least one information 

de?nition; 
generating, utiliZing a second set of information provided 
by the message provider, a logically conditional, bool 
ean, computer-interpretable message rule referencing 
one or more information de?nition branch; 

determining, utilizing a interpretation of the context of 
each referenced branch together and individually, 
Whether a ?rst computer user of the one or more 

computer users is eligible to receive the message on the 
basis of the message rule; and 

transmitting the message to the one or more computer 
user if the computer user is eligible to receive the 
message. 

Whereby a message provider Will be able select a set of 
computer users that the message provider Would like to 
receive the message by only referencing branches from 
information de?nitions. 

23. The method of claim 22, Wherein the message rule 
comprises a representation in natural language Where the 
representation does not require speci?c knoWledge of the 
form of the contextual hierarchical information de?nitions 
or require use of a special query or procedural language in 
the representation or require use of a special structure of the 
representation. 

24. A method for distributing a message from a message 
provider to one or more computer users, the method com 
prising: 

storing, in a database, a plurality of information de?ni 
tions the information de?nition comprising a hierarchi 
cal context With at least one branch; 

obtaining message information from the message pro 
vider, comprising alloWing the message provider to 
specify values for at least one information de?nition: 
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generating utiliZing a second set of information provided 
by the at least one computer user, a logically condi 
tional, boolean, computer-interpretable pro?le rule ref 
erencing one or more information de?nition branch; 

determining, utiliZing a interpretation of the context of 
each referenced branch together and individually, 
Whether the message satis?es the pro?le rule; and 

transmitting the message to the ?rst computer user if the 
message information satis?es the pro?le rule. 

Whereby, a computer user Will be able select a set of 
messages that the computer users Would like to receive 
by only referencing branches from information de?ni 
tions. 

25. The method of claim 24, Wherein the pro?le rule 
comprises a representation in natural language Where the 
representation does not require speci?c knoWledge of the 
form of the contextual hierarchical information de?nitions 
or require use of a special query or procedural language in 
the representation or require use of a special structure of the 
representation. 

26. A method for distributing a message from a message 
providers to one or more computer users, the method com 
prising: 

storing, in a database, a plurality of information de?ni 
tion, the information de?nition comprising a hierarchi 
cal context With at least one branch; 

obtaining message information from the message pro 
vider, comprising alloWing the message provider to 
specify values for at least one information de?nition; 

obtaining pro?le information from the at least one com 
puter user comprising alloWing the at least one com 
puter user to specify values for at least one information 

de?nition; 
generating, utiliZing information provided by a adminis 

trator, a logically conditional, boolean, computer-inter 
pretable system rule for matching appropriate messages 
and appropriate message providers With appropriate 
computer users and referencing one or more informa 
tion de?nition branch; 

determining, utiliZing a interpretation of the context of 
each referenced branch together and individually, 
Whether the message satis?es the system rule: and 
transmitting the message to the ?rst computer user if 
the message information satis?es the system rule. 

Whereby, a administrator Will be able select a set of 
messages that the computer users should or should not 
receive by only referencing branches from information 
de?nitions, 

27. The method of claim 26, Wherein the system rule 
comprises a representation in natural language Where the 
representation does not require speci?c knoWledge of the 
form of the contextual hierarchical information de?nitions 
or require use of a special query or procedural language in 
the representation or require use of a special structure of the 
representation. 


